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the Empire of Fantasy!

1

ear Rodent Friends, 

I’m jumping out of my fur with excitement! 

Together, we’re about to explore a fantastic 

world that has been restored to its mousetastic 

glory after two thousand years . . .

Can you believe it? When Winglet, the daughter 

of the Queen of the Fairies, was crowned, 

this wondrous world was reborn. Now the 

young Rebel Empress reigns over an 

enormouse realm! After centuries 

of separation, the lands that once 

made up the empire have been 

magically reunified, and their 

harmony has been restored.

An EmpirE  
to SAvE

D
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An EmpirE to SAvE 

New people have come from far and wide, 

uniting with the Kingdom of Fantasy. Everyone 

here is much happier!

But a         looms over 

this era of discovery and growth . . .
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An EmpirE to SAvE 

Something dark threatens to endanger the 

peace and happiness of the whole empire.

This is a threat that only a band of true 

heroes  can stop. They must be brave, 

but also very, very creative!
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An EmpirE to SAvE 

4

They must put their differences aside and stand 

against what comes, together. Their deeds 

will be remembered forever in the Empire of 

Fantasy, and their story will inspire as only the 

best stories can.

That's a promise from your friend, Geronimo 
Stilton!
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